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0. Foreword
The PC III is a high-performance portioning computer with user-friendly
ergonomics and all functions clearly assigned, allowing the machine to be
adapted to your individual product and the production process optimised
as a result.

The PC III is prepared with default settings for all programs. Once you
have entered the desired filling weight, you can start portioning the first
sample straight away. The PC III automatically recognises whether you
want to twist-link, portion or clip.

90 different filling programs are available for your products. Your products
and all their individual entries are permanently stored under the appro-
priate product name. Additional tables to help you find the right program
for production thus become superfluous.

The PC III has 18 languages, allowing you to select your own language for
clear text display.

In addition to its basic functions, the PC III is prepared for the following
options:

• Aligning twist-linking horn

• Coextrusion devices

• Portioning devices

• Check weighers

• Hanging machines

• Pressure control

• Networking with other vacuum fillers

An automatic display furthermore tells you when maintenance is required.
The PC III also provides accurate information as to the machine’s perfor-
mance quality and any errors which may occur.

Yet the PC III is also prepared for future tasks, having an infrared interface
to give service engineers a very straightforward insight into all the impor-
tant functions of the machine.

Another feature is its expanded communication ability. The "Online net"
program provides full access to all the data of the PC III from your central
computer, thus providing all the necessary information about production
and impending maintenance tasks. Problems can be analysed quickly and
reliably via a data line connection to your VEMAG agency.

We recommend that you start with the sections "Straight filling" or "Crea-
ting a filling program".

 Ch. 1.3 and Ch. 1.5

You will soon see that the PC III leaves you time for the essential thing –
production.
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1. Operation

1.1 Controls

The PC III’s control panel comprises ten function keys used to call up the
various functions directly, a numerical keypad and four arrow keys.
A symbol is assigned to the individual function keys. The functions also
appear in the display in the form of clear text.

1.1.1 Function keys

The function keys are arranged in two rows. The following functions can
be called up:

Filling weight Program

1st portion INFO

Pause time Blocking

Twist-linking/control time Back suction

Filling speed Operating mode

Function keys

Arrow keys

Numerical keypad
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For information on programming the portioning computer using the
individual function keys

 Ch. 2

1.1.2 Numerical keypad

In addition to the ten digits 0 to 9, the numerical keypad includes the
following keys:

Weight correction/release of programs for straight filling
(program numbers -01 to -09)

 Ch. 2.3.5

Weight correction/blocking of programs for straight filling
(program numbers -01 to -09)

 Ch. 2.3.5

Deleting a symbol using the cursor in INFO 1 (portion
counter), INFO 2 (quantity counter) and INFO 4 (product
text) and for entries made via the numerical keypad

Confirmation and completion of an entry

Entry of values with a digit after the decimal point (weight,
correction, speed)

1.1.3 Arrow keys

The following actions can be performed using the four arrow keys:

Increase a numerical value

Reduce a numerical value

Move cursor to the left to select a symbol position or select
an INFO no. in decreasing order

 Ch. 2

Move cursor to the right to select a symbol position or select
an INFO no. in increasing order

 Ch. 2

Pressing an arrow key once changes a value one step at a time.

Holding down an arrow key changes the relevant value continuously at
increasing speed.

+

-

C

.
↵
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1.2 Principles of operation

Every entry on the portioning computer is started by pressing one of the
function keys. The selected function starts to flash in the display.

A new value is entered using the numbers on the numerical keypad. To
enter a weight correction, the Plus or Minus key must be pressed first.

Every value entered has to be confirmed with the Enter key. If you make a
mistake entering the figure, you can cancel it with the aid of the correction
key. You then enter the correct value and confirm it with the Enter key.

1.3 First steps: straight filling

10 programs can be given settings for straight filling, programs -00 to -09.
Programs -00 to -09 are blocked as standard and have to be released by
the Blocking key before they can be processed.

 Ch. 2.3.5

• Select Program 00.
To do so, press the Program key and 0 and then confirm with the Enter
key.
The display shows "PORTIOMAT SWITCHED OFF".  Only the keys
for the functions SPEED, INFO, REVERSE, MODE and PROGRAM
NUMBER are active.

• Set the desired filling speed.
To do so, press the Speed key and the desired numbers, e.g. 30, and
then confirm with the Enter key.

• Select an operating mode.
To do so, press the Operating mode key and scroll to the desired
operating mode using the top or bottom arrow key.

• Start the filling process with the knee lever or attachment.  Interrupt the
filling process as soon as the first product for filling is discharged.

• Set the required vacuum at the vacuum control valve next to the
control panel.

Warning!
Solid mixtures require a high vacuum. Ensure that liquid products do not
get into the vacuum duct. In this case, use the vacuum plug supplied.

↵0

↵30
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1.4 First steps: portioning

Programs 01 to 90 are available for portioning.

Filling program 01 is used for special designs of feed screw or for test
purposes. Filling weights are not calculated and stored by specified and
actual weight in this program.

Assign program numbers to the individual filling types and give each
program an obvious name. Then you need subsequently only select the
desired program number and the filling machine automatically works with
the values stored.

1.5 First steps: creating a filling program

• Select a program between 02 and 90.
To do so, press the Program key and the relevant numbers and then
confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively you can scroll to the desired
program number using the top or bottom arrow key.

• Select operating mode KNEE-I.
To do so, press the Operating mode key and scroll to the desired
operating mode using the top or bottom arrow key.

• Enter a new filling weight.
To do so, press the Weight key.
If the previous filling weight appears in the first line of the display
without a symbol in front of it, you can enter the new weight directly via
the numerical keypad and then confirm with the Enter key.
Alternatively, you can enter the weight using the top or bottom arrow
key.
If the display [+000.0] appears in the first line of the display, this is an
indication that work has already been performed with this program and
that corrected values are stored.
You can now select whether you want to correct or enter a new weight.

• Press the Blocking key to enter a new weight.
The previous filling weight appears in the first line of the display.
Pressing the Blocking key again switches back to correction mode.

• On machines of the ROBOT HP10C / HP15C type, INFO 26 appears
automatically. Here you can now select the feed screw being used. To
do so, press the Info key and then scroll to the desired feed screw
using the top or bottom arrow key.

• After changing the feed screw type, press the Weight key and then the
Blocking key.

... ↵

↵...
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• You can now enter the new weight directly via the numerical keypad
and then confirm it with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can enter the
weight using the top or bottom arrow key.
To make selection easier for you, standard values automatically
appear for the other parameters, differentiated according to whether
you are twist-linking, portioning or clipping.
The machine is now ready to portion.

• Operate the knee lever and perform a test fill. The bottom line of the
display shows the values you have entered.

• Now optimise your filling program.
Make the weight and time corrections required, set back suction and
correct the first portion. In the case of weight corrections, your desired
filling weight is always retained in the bottom line of the display, whilst
the corrected weight is displayed in the top line.
All changes to set values are automatically stored and set the filling
machine to the last values used when this filling program is selected
again.

• Enter the product name using INFO 4. This will make it easier for you
to find the desired filling program later.

 Ch. 2.2

1.6 First steps: using a filling program

• Select the desired program number.
To do so, press the Program key and the relevant numbers and
confirm using the Enter key. Alternatively you can scroll to the desired
program number using the top or bottom arrow key.
You then immediately start portioning.
The filling machine works with the same settings as when it last
portioned using this program.

↵...

... ↵
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2. Programming

2.1 Functions of the PC III

2.1.1 Filling weight

Display: WEIGHT

Setting range: 5 g to 60,000 g     Resolution: 0.1 g / 1 g
(ROBBY and DP10-80 setting range: 1.5 g to 60,000 g)

This function key enables you to enter a new weight (A) or correct a
weight (B).

A:  Enter new weight

• Press the Weight key.
If the previous filling weight appears in the first line of the display without
a symbol in front of it, you can enter the new weight directly via the
numerical keypad and then confirm with the Enter key.
Alternatively, you can enter the weight using the top or bottom arrow
key.
If the display [+000.0] appears in the first line of the display, this is an
indication that work has already been performed with this program and
that corrected values are stored.
You can now select whether you want to correct or enter a new weight.

• Press the Blocking key to enter a new weight.
The previous filling weight appears in the first line of the display.
Pressing the Blocking key again switches back to correction mode.

• Now enter the new weight directly via the numerical keypad and then
confirm it with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can enter the weight
using the top or bottom arrow key.

B:  Correct weight

• Press the Weight key.
[+000.0] appears in the first line of the display.
A cursor also appears at the 1 g position.
Enter the corrected value with its initial symbol directly via the numeri-
cal keypad and then confirm it with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can
enter the corrected value using the top or bottom arrow key.
In order to shorten the process in the case of more significant changes,
the cursor can be moved to the relevant figure of the filling weight and
the desired change then made.

... ↵

... ↵

... ↵
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From 1000 g filling weight upwards, resolution automatically changes from
0.1 g to 1 g. The 0.1 g resolution is possible only for feed screws with a
48 mm pitch and for machines with vane pump. Filling weights below 200 g
can be portioned only at a limited speed as a function of machine model.
Whilst weight is reduced, the maximum possible speed is automatically
set. The display "WEIGHT LIMITED SPEED" appears.

Correction is possible only within certain limits. For the first time this is
75 %, for the second time 25 % and for further corrections, 12.5 %.
If these limits are reached, the display "… GRAMME ADJUSTMENT LIMIT"
appears.
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... ↵

2.1.2 First portion

Display: WEIGHT

Setting range: 0 g to 999 g     Resolution: 1 g

To adapt the weight of the first portion, enter the deviating amount here.
Depending on filling weight, you can also enter negative values here.

• Press the First portion key.
You can enter the weight directly via the numerical keypad and then
confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can enter the weight using
the top or bottom arrow key.
If the first portion is to be smaller, a negative number can be entered.
This number is dependent on the portion weight set and the speed. If a
reduction in filling speed becomes necessary because the first portion
has been made smaller, then the negative number is not accepted.

Addition for the first portion is a function of back suction setting.

Back suction = "OFF" The quantity set is not added to the first portion
until after a pause of approx. 4 seconds, until the
machine is re-started by knee lever or remote
control.

Back suction = "000" The quantity set is added to the first portion
every time the machine is re-started by knee
lever or remote control.

Back suction = "030" The quantity set is added to the first portion after
back suction (in this case 30 g) is complete and
when the machine is re-started by knee lever or
remote control.
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2.1.3 Pause time

Display: PAUSE

Setting range: > 15 (depending on machine) up to 6,000 ms
Resolution: 1 ms

This function is used to set the pause time between individual portions.

• Press the Pause time key.
You can enter the time directly via the numerical keypad and then
confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can enter the time using
the top or bottom arrow key.
In order to shorten the process in the case of more comprehensive
changes, the cursor can be positioned at the relevant figure of pause
time using the cursor keys and the desired change then made.

The minimum pause time is automatically limited as a function of filling
speed, advance and delayed clip signal and twist-linking/portioning delay.
If you reach the minimum limit when reducing the pause in such cases, the
following messages may appear in the display:

"CLIP-DELAY LIMITED PAUSE"

"TWIST-DELAY LIMITED PAUSE"

"PRECLIP/SPEED LIMITED PAUSE"

"SPEED LIMITED PAUSE"

"SPEED/TWIST TIME LIMITED PAUSE"

... ↵
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... ↵

0

2.1.4 Twist-linking / control time for portioning, clipping, remote control

Display: TWIST – REMOTE – CLIP

Setting range: Off to 150 twists Resolution: 0.1 twist
50 to 6000 ms Resolution: 1 ms

This function sets the number of twists or the control time for certain tasks.

• Press the Twist key.
You can enter the number of twists/time directly via the numerical
keypad and then confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can enter
the values using the top or bottom arrow key.
The function can also be switched off by entering the number 0 or by
pressing the bottom arrow key several times.

The PC III detects the mode of operation required via the remote control
socket and automatically displays the correct unit. For twist-linking, the
number of twists, and for portioning, clipping or remote control tasks, the
control time in milliseconds are displayed. The number of twists can be
changed by 0.1 of a rotation.
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2.1.5 Filling speed

Display: SPEED

Setting range: 0 % to 100 %     Resolution 0.1 / 1 %.

This function sets the desired filling speed.

• Press the Speed key.
You can enter filling speed directly via the numerical keypad and then
confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can enter speed using the
top or bottom arrow key.

Maximum pumping speed depends among other things on the feed ele-
ment and on the machine model. Speed is automatically limited as a
function of filling weight to ensure accurate portioning. Filling weights below
200 g can be portioned only at a limited speed – depending on machine
model. While weight is reduced, the maximum possible speed is auto-
matically set. The message "WEIGHT LIMITED SPEED" appears.

Minimum pause is likewise dependent on speed. If the pause is too small
when speed is set, it is automatically increased to the minimum value.
The message "SPEED LIMITED PAUSE" appears.

Speed can also be changed in 0.1 % increments. This makes fine adjust-
ment possible if you would like to make a weight correction by means of
speed change (e.g. in the case of time-dependent straight filling). This
speed change can also be effected automatically by means of a suitable
weigher. To change to 0.1 % resolution, position the cursor to the right
using the cursor key.

... ↵
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2.1.6 Program

Display: PR

This function selects a program for straight filling or portioning.

10 programs are available for straight filling (00 to -09) and 90 filling pro-
grams for portioning (01 to 90).

• Press the Program key.
You can enter the program number directly via the numerical keypad
and then confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively you can scroll to the
desired program number using the top or bottom arrow key.

Programs -01 to -09 are blocked as standard, but can be used.
 Ch. 2.3.5

Filling program 01 is used for special designs of feed screw or for test
purposes. There is no calculation or storage of filling weights by specified
and actual weight in this program.

In conjunction with coextrusion devices, the message "T-COEX NEGA-
TIVE" may appear in the display when a filling program is selected. This
indicates that the start of portioning will be delayed and thus that maximum
portioning speed cannot be reached.
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2.1.7 INFO

Additional information and special functions are selected via the Info key.
 Ch. 2.2

• Press the INFO key.
You can enter the INFO number directly via the numerical keypad and
then confirm with the Enter key. Alternatively, you can select a number
using the cursor keys. All the inactive functions are skipped to allow
speedier access to the information you require.
Change the values set using the top or bottom arrow key.

You can also protect settings by changing the current status.

• Select INFO 0 and then the blocking key.
INFO 0 appears in the display. Below that, status is displayed as "ON"
or "OFF".

• Select the INFO number whose status you wish to change using the
cursor keys.

• Set status "ON" using the top arrow key and "OFF" using the bottom
arrow key.

• Then conclude the process by pressing Enter.↵

... ↵

0
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2.1.8 Blocking

The blocking key can be used to block or release certain functions.

The following functions can be blocked:

• Programming filling programs
 Ch. 2.3.1

• Filling programs for straight filling (-01 to -09)
 Ch. 2.3.5

• Switching between filling weight and weight correction
 Ch. 2.1.1

• Status of INFO functions
 Ch. 2.1.7
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2.1.9 Back suction

Display: REVERSE

With the aid of this function, you set a back suction quantity to prevent
product escaping from the filling horn when a portion is finished.

• Press the Back suction key.
Use the top and bottom arrow key to set a back suction quantity. The
back suction quantity is displayed with an additional "B" alternating with
the first portion. In program 00, the "B" appears as a message next to
speed.

Machines which are not fitted with the standard filling horn holder but have
a larger machine outlet may not perform back suction for safety reasons.
In this case, back suction is blocked hydraulically and electrically. When
the function is entered, the display "BACK SUCTION BLOCKED B5"
appears.

Back suction affects the size of the first portion. In the case of very short
interruptions, it is not always desirable to add weight to the first portion.
When back suction is set, it is useful to add weight to the first portion.
This is differentiated as follows:

Back suction = "OFF" The set quantity is added to the first portion only
after a pause of approximately 4 seconds, until
the machine is re-started by knee lever or remote
control.

Back suction = "000" The set quantity is added to the first portion on
each re-start by knee lever or remote control.

Back suction = "030" The set quantity is added to the first portion
when back suction (in this case 30 g) is
complete and the machine has been re-started
by knee lever or remote control.
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2.1.10 Operating mode

Display: KNEE-I / KNEE-II / REMOTE-END / REMOTE-STOP /
COEX-B / PRESS / LPG

• Press the Operating mode key.
Scroll to the desired operating mode using the top or bottom arrow key.

KNEE-I: The feed element runs only as long as the knee lever is
depressed.

KNEE-II: The feed element runs when the knee lever is operated
briefly. The feed element stops when the knee lever is
operated again.

REMOTE-END: Remote control via socket when portion is finished.
If no external equipment is connected, it is possible to
work in this mode as with KNEE-I.
To provide the relevant indication, in this instance the
display changes to the mode.

REMOTE-STOP: Remote control via socket with portion interrupted.
If no external equipment is connected, it is possible to
work in this mode as with KNEE-I.
To provide the relevant indication, in this instance the
display changes to the mode.

COEX-B: This setting applies only to the B machine (inner filling).
Regardless of the pause set, a new inner filling is not
started until after the outer filling has begun. If the inner
filling is longer than the outer filling, the message
"PORTION NOT FINISHED" appears in the display.
In Coex-B, only one portion is filled with the knee lever
held down. The next portion does not commence until
the knee lever is released and then operated again.

PRESS: Controls pressure in conjunction with a pressure sensor
installed in a special transition piece. This function can
be adjusted only if the sensor amplifier is present and
program 0 was selected. Pressure control can be
switched on either with the knee lever or by remote
control.

LPG: In LPG operating mode, the chain table and portioning
start when the knee lever is actuated and stop when
the knee lever is next actuated.
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2.2 Description of INFO functions

2.2.1 INFO 01 – Portion counter

Display: PIECES

The portion counter continuously counts the portions filled.

The maximum number of portions is 999,999. Once this number is ex-
ceeded, the counter starts again at 0. Each filling program has its own
portion counter, which means that the number of portions filled can be
established for all filling programs over a relatively long period.

• Press the INFO key and the Correction key to reset the counter to 0.
To make sure, the question "DELETE?" appears in the display.
This deletion has to be confirmed with the Enter key.

Entering a new filling weight likewise leads to the counter being deleted.

C ↵
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2.2.2 INFO 02 – Filling quantity

Display: WEIGHT

Shows total weight filled - calculated from number of portions and filling
weight. For the calculation, a degree of efficiency of the pumping element
of 100 % is assumed.

Filling quantity is displayed up to 999,999 kg. If this figure is exceeded, the
counter starts again at 0. The filling quantity is reset using the portion
counter (INFO 01).

Filling quantity is erased by amending the specified weight.

The filling quantity pumped is also displayed in the 10 straight filling
programs (00 to -09).

If the KEBAB function is active, the number of kebabs produced is
multiplied by the specified weight of the kebab in question.

 INFO 31
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2.2.3 INFO 03 – Vacuum display

Display: VACUUM

Display of the vacuum set

If you switch to other INFO numbers, the display automatically returns to
the vacuum display after a certain filling time.

This INFO is not activated if the machine has a mechanical vacuum gauge.
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... ↵
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↵

C

↵

2.2.4 INFO 04 – Product texts

Display: TEXT

To enter product-related data, e.g. product names

• Press the Program key and the relevant numbers and then confirm
using the Enter key. Alternatively, you can scroll to the program number
required using the top or bottom arrow key.

• Press the INFO key and select INFO number 4 using the numerical
keypad. Alternatively you can scroll to number 4 using the arrow keys.
The current product text appears in the first line of the display.

• Using the arrow keys, you can select the alphabet from A - Z, a space
and digits 0 to 9.

• Using the cursor keys, select the position of the cursor where the
symbol is to be written.

• Press the Plus key to write the selected symbol.

• To correct incorrect entries, put the cursor in the relevant position and
press the Correction key.

• Confirm the product text using the Enter key.

The product text is briefly displayed when the program is changed. Filling
program data can be changed even with text display selected.
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2.2.5 INFO 05 – Twist-linking delay

Display: TW. DEL

• Set the twist-linking delay desired using the top and bottom arrow keys.

Start of twist-linking can be delayed up to 2.55 s using this INFO. This
effects a relaxation pause between the end of the portion and the start of
twist-linking. The pause time is automatically adapted to suit.
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2.2.6 INFO 06 – Portion stop

Display: STOP

Switches off portioning after a pre-selected number of pieces (max. 3000)

If the KEBAB function is active, whole kebabs are counted.
 INFO 31

The machine is re-started by knee lever or remote control. Switch-off is
activated if a value greater than zero is entered. This is effective in all
operating modes except COEX-B.

• Choose between 2 operating modes using the bottom arrow key:

1. AUTOMATIC RESET if the pause between 2 portions is greater than 4 s.

2. RESET as soon as the selected number of pieces is reached. For this
    operating mode, an ”N“ must be inserted before the number of pieces
    selected. This operating mode must be selected in conjunction with the
    LPG 202 or the LPV 802.
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2.2.7 INFO 07 – Speed of feed screw

Display: INFEED

Three speeds can be selected for the feed screw. The appropriate one is
automatically set once the double screw has been selected. At level 0, the
feed screw can be switched off. Switching is possible only on HP ma-
chines with the appropriate hydraulic device.
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2.2.8 INFO 08 – Advance or delay clip pulse

Display: T-CLIP

The clipper starts before or after a portion is finished.

• Select the setting using the arrow keys.
Time can be freely selected between -1270 ms and +1270 ms. The
pause time is adapted automatically. Advance is limited by speed and
portion size. "0" means clip at end of portion.

When setting the advance for the clipper, the minimum for the pause may
be reached. In this case, the message "PAUSE LIMITED PRECLIP"
appears.

Advance is also limited for small portion weights or a higher speed. In this
case, the message "WEIGHT/SPEED LIMITED PRECLIP" appears.
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2.2.9 INFO 09 – Service

Display: WAKE

Service display to call up information for VEMAG service engineers.

This display selected here indicates the degree of accuracy with which the
filling machine is operating. The displayed value corresponds to a reso-
lution of 0.1 g.
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↵

2.2.10 INFO 10 – Copy filling program

Display: COPY

• To copy a filling program, use the top or bottom arrow key to select the
position to which the current filling program is to be copied. The copy is
generated by pressing Enter.
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2.2.11 INFO 11 – Double outlet

Display: D-OUT

This function is possible only in program "00".

The display "D-OUT" appears when the special plug for the double outlet is
plugged in. Speed is specified at 57 % of set filling speed for one outlet.
Set filling speed is reached with two outlets.

• Vary the ratio for single and double outlet operation between 25 % and
75 % using the arrow keys.
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2.2.12 INFO 12 – Align twist-linking horn

Display: T-HORN TEST?

This function facilitates alignment of the twist-linking horn. Eccentricities of
the twist-linking horn can easily be detected in the course of the test.

Twist-linking is started with the knee lever.  During twisting, the display
changes to "T-HORN TURNS". If the knee lever is held down for longer than
4 s, the program discontinues automatically. The test can be re-started
once the knee lever has been released.
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2.2.13 INFO 13 – Coextrusion

Display: T-COEX

• Set the delay or advance time for the B machine using the arrow keys
on the A machine.
Settings can be between -500 and +500 ms. If a negative time is
entered (advance for the B machine), the message "T-COEX NEGA-
TIVE!" appears in the display when the filling program is selected.
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2.2.14 INFO 14 – Pneumatic portioning valve

Display T-PORT

This function is activated when the special portioning valve plug is plugged
into the remote control socket.

• Using the arrow keys, delay the start of the portion between 10 ms and
999 ms after the portioning valve opens.
The default value set is 100 ms.  In the "OFF" position, the portion is
not started until an additional switch signals the complete opening of
the portioning valve.
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2.2.15 INFO 15 – Number of portions for check weigher 877

Display: NOSCAL

This entry informs the PC III how many portions will be laid on check
weigher 877 for checking.

• Enter the number of portions using the arrow keys. From this infor-
mation, the computer calculates the weight of one portion for checking
purposes.
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2.2.16 INFO 16 – Printing out report for check weigher 877

Display: REPORT

PRINT?

• Have the report on the weighing operations performed by check weigher
877 printed out by pressing Enter.
The display changes to "REPORT - BUSY" and "RESULTS BEING
PRINTED".

↵
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2.2.17 INFO 17 – Special controls

Display: OPTION

Here a special control signal for external machines can be selected for
remote control output P<>A or g<>h.

• Select one of the following functions using the arrow keys:

OFF: No options switched on.

FILL: The outlet is switched on from the first until the end of the last
portion.  This function is also used to control the machine
using an external master voltage (871.550.002 required).

METAL: This function makes it possible to control a separator
automatically in conjunction with SPC once metal has been
detected.  Contact VEMAG Customer Service if you require
more information about this function.

SIGNAL: This option is set automatically if check weigher 877 is
connected. The output is switched on to request the operator
by means of a signal to place another sample on the weigher.

DEBONE: Selecting this option opens INFO 24 of the same name.
 INFO 24

BREAK: In KNEE-I or KNEE-II modes, application of remote control
bridge A-D leads to portioning being interrupted (e.g.
pneumatic cutter).

OPTION BREAK ACTIV ! appears in the display:

In KNEE-I, KNEE-II, REMOTE-STOP and REMOTE-END
modes, this also generates a signal change at contacts “g-h”
(potential-free) and “P-A” (24 V DC) at the end of every portion.
This function is used for cutting wire, for example.

REMOTE: This function is possible only in programs PR 00 to PR -09.  It
is used to control the machine with an external master voltage
(871.550.002 required).  This master voltage is permanently
applied.  REMOTE-END operating mode needs to be selected
for this purpose.  In KNEE-I or KNEE-II modes, the rate is
controlled by the internal master voltage.
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CASE-P: This option is used to select an automatic casing feed for
casing holding device DHV 841 and length portioning machine
LPG 202 (only for LPG 202 without casing magazine). This
option has to be selected even when natural casings are being
processed working with automatic casing end detection.

Once the casing is full, the casing feed closes contacts „A-D“,
interrupting portioning.

OPTION CASINGPUSHER ACTIV appears in the display.
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2.2.18 INFO 18 – Tendency control

Display: TENDEN

OFF

PULS

XX.X G

XX.X  %

Tendency control can be used to have weight or speed corrected either by
an external weigher or by an operator. Correction is performed with one
external control contact each in positive or negative alignment. Weight
correction is possible in filling programs 02 to 90.

In "PULS" mode, the weight is altered once every time an external contact
closes. The size of the alteration can be freely selected when entering the
weight using the cursor position: "e.g. 0000.0 = 1 g/pulse).

In "XX.XG" mode, the alteration weight is related to 1 s closing time of an
external contact (e.g. 02.0G means: to reach a correction of 4 g, the
weigher must keep the control contact closed for 2 s).

Speed correction in "PULS" mode is possible in programs 00 to -09
(straight filling) and in programs 02 to 90. The speed is altered by 0.1 %
every time an external contact closes.

In "XX.X %" mode (only programs 00 to -09), the change in speed is related
to 1 s close time of an external contact (e.g. 03.0 % means: in order to
achieve a correction of 6 %, the weigher must keep the control contact
closed for 2 s). If the speed is changed in this way, the message "SPEED
CORRECTED" appears.
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2.2.19 INFO 19 – Portions/minute

Display: P/MIN

This INFO enables you to look at the portioning speed of the machine in
the filling program being used.

This function is not available in COEX-B mode.

In KNEE-I and REMOTE-STOP modes, the contact for at least 2 portions
must be closed.
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2.2.20 INFO 20 – Dialogue language

Display: LANGUAGE

• Select the language required for the PC III displays using the arrow
keys.

The following languages are available:

Danish, German, English, Finnish, French, Hebrew, Dutch, Hr, Italian,
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Spanish, Czech,
Hungarian, Yu.
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2.2.21 INFO 21 – Date and time (option)

Display: TIME

This function is available only as an option in conjunction with a special
RAM module. When used with the 877 check weigher, evaluations can be
printed out with date and time.
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2.2.22 INFO 22 – Smooth start

Display: TSTART

If the machine initially feeds the product too quickly, you can use this
function to set an additional delay (e.g. +030 ms) to ensure smoother
delivery of the product.

• Select one of the following functions using the arrow keys.

A: Soft start for all portions

S: Soft start for start/first portion
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2.2.23 INFO 23 – Increasing 1st twist-linking time

Display: 1.TWIS

For the first link, this function can be used to set an extra amount in
number of links. On the LPG 202, the extra amount is entered in %. On the
ROBBY and ROBBY-2, this extra amount also automatically extends the
first pause.
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2.2.24 INFO 24 – Separation of particles of bone and sinew (in conjunction with automatic
separation valve)

Display: DEBONE

The following conditions must be met.

• DEBONE must be selected under INFO 17.

• The separation valve must have no electricity supply but be connected
to the compressed air supply.

• The remote control socket must have plug assignments „P“ and „A“.

The automatic separation valve is used to separate off hard product
constituents like particles of bone and sinew at definable intervals.

Separation can be used in programs for straight filling and in filling
programs, with yield being specified by determining the separation
intervals. Changes to filling speed during straight filling have no effect on
yield, as the intervals are adapted automatically.

 Ch. 3.10

1. Straight filling (Programs -01 to -09)

The intervals for opening the separation valve are in each case determined
by the weight to be pumped.

• Using the arrow keys, enter in INFO 24 the weight to be pumped
(e.g. 50 g) for which the separation valve is to be open. The separation
valve will remain open until 50 g have been pumped.

The weight to be pumped for which the separation valve is to remain closed
is entered using the filling weight key and the arrow keys.

2. Portioning up to 999.9 g (filling programs 02 upwards)

The separation valve only opens in the pause for the time set in each case.
Times between 0.02 s and the set pause time can be entered.

• Enter the time (e.g. 0.06 s) for which the separation valve is to be open
using the arrow keys.

3. Portioning over 1,000.0 g (filling programs 02 upwards)

The separation valve only opens during the portion. The intervals for opening
the separation valve are in each case determined by valve opening and
closing time.

• Enter the opening time for the separation valve (e.g. 0.06 s) using the
arrow keys.

The closing time for the separation valve is pre-set to a fixed value.
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2.2.25 INFO 25 – Cutter

Display: CUTTER

This function controls an optional hydraulic cutter.  It can be selected only
if plug X15 is fitted with bridges “A-D” and “A-G” and with position detection
at “K”.  For reliable operation, a minimum pause and a set value for
portioning time are set automatically.

• Set one of the three possible operating modes using the arrow keys.

OPEN: Cutter leaves outlet open at the end of the portion.

CLOSE: Cutter closes outlet at the end of the portion.

The portion is not started until the cutter is clear of the outlet.
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2.2.26 INFO 26 – Feed system

Display: SCREW

For selecting different double screws (only on HP machines)

• Press the blocking key.

• Use the arrow keys to select a double screw.
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2.2.27 INFO 27 – Automatic program change after every portion

Display: AUTOPR

This function can be used to combine several consecutive filling programs
in one block.  The cycle begins with the filling program set in PR.  After
each portion, the program automatically changes to the next program
number.  After the last program, the sequence starts from the beginning
again.  This function is possible in KNEE-II, REMOTE-STOP and
REMOTE-END modes.

• Enter the filling program with the smallest filling weight (e.g. PR 03) and
test it.  If you are intending to portion with the knee lever, you should
select KNEE-II mode.  This program is called the “master program”.

• Use the Copy function (INFO 10) to copy the filling program to the
subsequent program slots (e.g. PR 04 to PR 07).  These programs are
called “slave programs”.

• Change to each of the slave programs in turn (PR 04 to PR 07) and
adapt them.  The filling weights of the copied programs must be larger
than those in the master program (PR 03).

• Change back to the master program (PR 03) and set INFO 27 to the
highest program number in the block (PR 07).
In the slave programs, the defined area is displayed under INFO 27
(* area 03-07).  This enables you to check whether the program in
question belongs to the block.

You can also define several blocks within the programs from PR 02 to PR
89.  A maximum of 89 programs can be combined into a block.  A block
must contain at least two programs.  The block size is defined solely in the
master program using INFO 27.  During portioning, the current filling
program is continuously shown in the control display.

Alternatively a number (e.g. 3) can be quoted (INFO 6) for every program
(e.g. PR 04) within a block. Program PR 04 is executed three times in
succession before changing to Program PR 05.
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2.2.28 INFO 28 – Pressure monitoring (in conjunction with separation attachment 801)

Display: FPRESS

This function can be used to monitor pressure in separation attachment
801. Current pressure is displayed in bar. his function is available in por-
tioning programs and for straight filling. A prerequisite is use of a pressure
sensor up to 70 bar. Slide switch S1 on the pressure controller board must
be set to „ON“.
To protect the mechanical components, the machine is run at a speed of
20 % after starting until a pressure of 2 bar is reached. Once 2 bar are
reached, the machine is stopped and has to be re-started. If pressure
drops below 0.6 bar, the filling process is stopped and has to be re-started.
The message ”FILLING SYSTEM“ appears in the display during filling.

A maximum pressure (10 - 35 bar) can also be set using the arrow keys.
The machine is stopped once this pressure is reached.

• Enter a maximum pressure (e.g. 18 bar) using the arrow keys.

Pressure can be reduced by reducing speed.

Warning!
The machine stopping can be an indication that blade and hole plates are
blocked with sinew. In this case, clean the blade set.
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2.2.29 INFO 29 – Hanging machine

Display: last function selected (see below)

The following values can be entered for working with the hanging machine.
The values marked * must be set.

• Select the following functions one after the other using the ”Plus“ key.

* CALIBE: Enter casing calibre here.

* DISTAN: Length portioning device LPV 802

Here you enter the length of the casing guide horn in mm.
The length is printed on the casing guide horn together with
the calibre (e.g. 22/160).

Casing holding device DHV 841

Enter a ”1" here.

Length portioning machine LPG 202

The distance between the end of the linking horn and the
throat of the hook is displayed in mm. The default setting is
500 mm. When cutting machine 203 is being used, it must
be changed to 900 mm. The distance can be modified if
necessary.

SAUSGL: Length is calculated automatically in mm once weight and
calibre have been entered. Check the sausage length
displayed here if the sausages produced are of the correct
weight and calibre. Sausage length can be modified if
necessary. A modification is retained until specified weight or
calibre are changed.

T-REAC: This reaction time allows you to correct the time at which the
hook arrives at the linking point. The value set determines the
distance between the hook and the sausages. A change of
about 10 in value corresponds to approx. 10 mm. The default
setting is 150:
If the hook is reaching the linking point too early, the value
needs increasing; if the hook is arriving too late, the value
needs reducing.

* 1.NUMB: Enter here the number of sausages which should be hanging
down before the first hook.

* NUMBER: Enter here the number of sausages between hooks (2, 4, 6
etc.). The number should be divisible by 2.
If you want to hang rings, enter ”1".
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STOP -: Length portioning device LPV 802
Casing holding device DHV 841
Here you enter a number which is to be deducted by the stop
counter (INFO 6). INFO 6 has to be active for this.
If the sections of casing up to now (e.g. 18) have not reached
the number in INFO 6 (e.g. 20), the number ”-2" needs to be
entered here. When the machine is started with the knee lever
the next time, INFO 6 is reset, starting a new smoke stick.

STICK: Length portioning machine LPG 202

Once the number of portions for the smoke stick has been
produced, portioning is discontinued for the number of portions
set at GAP. As the casing continues being conveyed, an
empty section of casing results. This allows the end and start
for the next stick to be sealed. The number to be entered here
should be divisible by 2 (e.g. 32).
The value ”1" means no calculation for a gap.
6 portions are deducted internally from the number of portions
set in STICK. If, when portioning is stopped, this internally
calculated number of portions (STICK - 6) has not been
reached, the missing portions are added to the next start.
Example 1:
Entry in STICK = 30
Only 22 portions are achieved, i.e. 30-6 = 24 portions was not
achieved. The eight missing portions are added at the next
start.
Example 2:
Entry in STICK = 30
27 portions were achieved, i.e. 30-6 = 24 portions was
achieved. STICK is reset to ”0" and an additional hook is
conveyed.

GAP: Length portioning machine LPG 202

Here you enter how many portions should be left out in the
gap. To set a gap, you should enter ”2" here. If you want to
hang rings, enter ”1".
The standard value is ”0", i.e. gap formation is switched off.

SPEED+: Enter here an increase in the speed of rotation of the pumping
system (in per cent) in order to achieve specified weight for
the first portion after a gap.

ENDPOR: Here you enter a value in milliseconds to close the shut-off
valve prematurely. This means that specified weight is also
achieved for the last portion before a gap.
This function is also effective when the functions STICK and
GAP are not being used. In this instance, specified weight is
achieved for the last portion of the section of casing.
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STOPHA: Length portioning device LPV 802
Casing holding device DHV 841

Enter additional hook cycles at the end of a section of casing
here. As a new section of casing starts, the additional hook
cycles generate a gap.
If the stop counter (INFO 6) is being used, the additional
hooks come only once the specified number has been
reached (e.g. INFO 6 = 30 and STOPHA = 2 -> two additional
hooks come after portion no. 30).

Length portioning machine LPG 202

Enter additional portions at the end of a string of sausages
here to generate an additional gap. If you are hanging in pairs,
for example, enter ”1" to generate an additional hook cycle.
This will allow the individual stick sections to be better
distinguished in the hooks of the hanging machine.

END: Length portioning device LPV 802
Casing holding device DHV 841

S = stop immediately after knee lever actuated

P = next portion number divisible by 2
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2.2.30 INFO 30 – PIN

Display: PIN

Personal identification number (PIN) for the clear assignment of production
data in conjunction with digital check weigher 877 and the ”Online net“
program.
PINs between 1 and 999 can be allocated.

INFO 30 is active only if released.
 Ch. 2.1.7

The PIN is stored with the other data for digital check weigher 877 and
transmitted to Online net.
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2.2.31 INFO 31 – Kebab (for kebab line only)

Display: KEBAB

This function is required to produce a doner kebab. The function is
switched on and off by the arrow keys. The section number of the kebab is
also selected by the arrow keys.

ON: switch on function and select next section number
(1, 2, 3 ...)

OFF: switch off function and select previous section number
(... 3, 2, 1, OFF)
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2.2.32 INFO 32 – Number of sections of identical weight (for kebab line only)

Display: NUMBER

This function is used to specify the number of sections of identical weight
which are required for a particular doner kebab.

• Enter the number of sections of identical weight using the arrow keys
and then confirm with Enter.↵
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2.2.33 INFO 33 – Number of operators (for kebab line only)

Display: PERSON

This function is used to specify the number of operators at the discharge
belt of the kebab line. The number of sections of the kebab in question is
multiplied by the number of people.

Warning!
Any change to the number of people must be entered here so that the
number of sections produced matches the number of operators.

• Enter the number of people using the arrow keys.
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2.2.34 INFO 34 – Analog output 2

Display: DAC2

This function is used to set the speed of an external drive (e.g. feed belt).

• Enter speed using the arrow keys. The range of 0 - 100 which can be
set corresponds to 0 - 10 V.
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2.2.35 INFO 35 – Analog output 3

Display: DAC3

This function is used to set the speed of an external drive (e.g. discharge
belt).

• Enter speed using the arrow keys. The range of 0 - 100 which can be
set corresponds to 0 - 10 V.
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2.3 Special functions

2.3.1 Program blocking

The PC III is equipped with program blocking for the filling programs.

Program blocking is switched on by the Blocking key. If the Blocking key
is pressed, the operator can only alter the following functions in the filling
program:

• weight correction

• first portion

• back suction quantity

• operating mode

• portion counter (INFO 6)

If program blocking is switched on, the message "PROGRAMMING
BLOCKED" appears when a blocked function key is pressed.

How to switch on program blocking:

• Press the Program key and the Blocking key and then enter any 3-digit
number as password protection.

• Conclude the process with the Enter key.

• To suspend program blocking, simply repeat the process.

↵
...
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2.3.2 Use of metal detectors

In order to interrupt portioning with a metal detector in operating mode
KNEE-II, the remote control socket is assigned as follows:

• break contact of detector at A and C

• bridge between A and D, S and L

• INFO 14 (T-PORT) set to "OFF"

Or:

• make contact of detector at A and D

• set INFO 17 (OPTION) to "CUTOFF".

In operating modes REMOTE-END or REMOTE-STOP, the following
assignment is recommended:

• Remove bridge A-D in the plug when using a clipper.

• Run one break contact of the metal detector to contacts A and D of an
additional remote control socket.

• If you are working with the same clipper, even without a metal detector,
use a plug with the A-D bridge for the second socket.

In conjunction with a metal detector, you have the option of actuating an
automatic product separator with the aid of SPC.  Please contact VEMAG
Customer Service if you require more information about this function.
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2.3.3 Messages regarding maintenance required by the filling machine

After the machine is switched on, the following message may appear in the
display:

"CARRY OUT MAINTENANCE NO. …"

"START MACHINE PLEASE"

The number indicates that special maintenance has to be carried out on
the machine in order to guarantee the machine’s proper function in the long
term.

Please let your service engineer know this number.  It matches the service
interval. You can find the scope of servicing in the operating instructions of
the relevant machine. Then switch the machine off and on again.

2.3.4 Jumping directly from a filling program to PR 00 (straight filling)

Using the Program key, the number 0 and the Enter key, it is possible to
jump straight from a filling program to the 00 program (straight filling). This
makes it easier to empty the machine for a change of product. Jumping
back into the previous program is effected by pressing the Program key.
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↵

+

−

2.3.5 Using other straight filling programs

In addition to program 00, there are also programs (-01 to -09).

These programs are blocked as standard.  To use them, proceed as
follows:

• Press the Program key, then the Blocking key and the Plus
key.

• Select the last straight filling program you want to use (e.g. -07) using
the arrow keys.

• Press the Minus key and complete the process by pressing Enter.

All straight filling programs up to the selected program number (i.e. -01 to 
-07) are now available.
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3. PC III and external auxiliary equipment (optional)
The PC III can be used together with the following external auxiliary equip-
ment:

• Clipper

• Pneumatic double outlet 889

• Pressure control

• Coex 891

• Coex 892

• Coex 893

• Coex 894

• Pneumatic portioning valve 863

• Digital check weigher 877

• Minced meat portioner 701

• Automatic separation valve

• Length portioning machine LPG 202

• Kebab line
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3.1 Working with a clipper

• Connect the remote control plug of the clipper to the remote control
socket of the machine.

• Set up a filling program
 Ch. 1.5

• Select REMOTE-END operating mode. In the case of particularly large
portions, it is recommended that you select REMOTE-STOP operating
mode.

 • The length of the clip signal is set with twist-linking time. Select a time
between 100 and 250 ms.

• Adapt the pause time to the working speed of your clipper. Start by
specifying 450 ms.

• You can then increase production speed by entering an advance for the
clip signal (INFO 8 "T-CLIP", e.g. -50 ms). The pause time set previous-
ly will automatically be reduced.

08 ↵
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3.2 Working with pneumatic double outlet 889

• Connect the remote control plug of the double outlet (condition: bridge
“A-D” and “D-J”) to the remote control socket of the filling machine.

• Set up a filling program
 Ch. 1.5

• Select REMOTE-STOP or REMOTE-END operating mode.

• Select a filling speed appropriate for operating both knee levers.

• If only one knee lever is operated, filling speed is 57 % of the previously-
set filling speed.

• This percentage dependency can be adapted using INFO 11 "D-OUT".11 ↵
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3.3 Working with pressure control

A precondition for operating the machine with pressure control is complete
fitting of pipework and the correct priming (3.5 to 5 bar pressure) of the 865
pressure compensation vessel.

• First select Program 00 and operating mode PRESS.

• Select feed pressure using the Speed key (e.g. 60 = 6.0 bar).

 • Press the knee lever or the remote control contact once the hopper is
full of product.
The filling machine first starts filling the pipe system slowly.
"FILLING SYSTEM" appears in the display. Once a minimum pressure
is reached, it switches to pressure control.
The desired feed pressure is set and "FEED PRESSURE … bar"
appears in the display.
If the hopper is inadvertently run empty, pressure control switches off
automatically and the message "HOPPER EMPTY?" appears in the
display.
Pressure control is likewise switched off automatically if product fails to
reduce for over 3 minutes.
If the machine cannot reach the pre-selected feed pressure for un-
specified reasons, the message "FEED PRESSURE TOO LOW" (e.g.
screwed pipe connection open, wrong feed screw and pumping output
thus too low) appears. In this case too, pressure control is switched off
after a few seconds.
If pressure control is switched off automatically, it must be re-started as
described using the knee lever or the remote control contact.

00 ↵

... ↵
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3.4 Working with Coex 891

• Connect the remote control plug of coextrusion device 891 to the
remote control sockets of the A and B machines.

• Select straight filling mode for both machines (PR 00 "PORTIOMAT
SWITCHED OFF").

• Select REMOTE-STOP operating mode for both machines.
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3.5 Working with Coex 892

Each machine, A and B, needs an additional coex socket.

• Link the A and B machines using the additional coex sockets.

• Connect the inner closure to the remote control socket of the B ma-
chine.

 • Create a filling program for the outer filling with twist-linking on the
A machine.

 Ch. 1.5

• Select KNEE-I or KNEE-II operating mode for the A machine.

• Adjust the position of the inner filling by selecting the delay time for the
B machine to start in INFO 13 "T-COEX" on the A machine.

• Select operating mode COEX-B for the B machine.

• Now create a filling program on the B machine for the inner filling. It is
not necessary to set the pause.
The quantity and shape of the inner filling depend solely on weight and
speed set.
If the A machine interrupts control of the B machine before this was
able to complete a portion, the message "PORTION NOT FINISHED" is
displayed on the B machine. If the A machine finishes its portion before
the B machine has been started, the message "T-COEX TOO LONG"
appears.

13 ↵
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3.6 Working with Coex 893

Each machine, A and B, needs an additional coex socket.

• Link the A and B machines using the additional coex sockets.

• Connect the diaphragm to the remote control socket of the A machine
and the inner closure to the remote control socket of the B machine.

• Select straight filling (PR 00) "PORTIOMAT SWITCHED OFF" for the
A machine.
The operating mode required for the A machine is REMOTE-STOP.

• Adjust the position of the inner filling by selecting the delay time for the
B machine to start in INFO 13 "T-COEX" on the A machine.

• Select operating mode COEX-B for the B machine.

 • Now create a filling program on the B machine for the inner filling. It is
not necessary to set the pause.
The quantity and shape of the inner filling depend solely on weight and
speed set.
If the A machine interrupts control of the B machine before this was
able to complete a portion, the message "PORTION NOT FINISHED" is
displayed on the B machine. If the A machine finishes its portion before
the B machine has been started, the message "T-COEX TOO LONG"
appears.

13 ↵
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3.7 Working with Coex 894

Each machine, A and B, needs an additional coex socket.

• Link the A and B machines using the additional coex sockets.

• Select straight filling (PR 00) "PORTIOMAT SWITCHED OFF" or a filling
program for the A machine.
The operating mode required for the A machine is KNEE-I or KNEE-II.

• When using a clipper, select operating mode REMOTE-STOP or
REMOTE-END for the A machine.

• Adjust the position of the inner filling by selecting the delay time for the
B machine to start in INFO 13 "T-COEX" on the A machine.

• Select operating mode COEX-B for the B machine.

• Now create a filling program on the B machine for the inner filling. It is
not necessary to set the pause.
The quantity and shape of the inner filling depend solely on weight and
speed set.
If the A machine interrupts control of the B machine before this was
able to complete a portion, the message "PORTION NOT FINISHED" is
displayed on the B machine. If the A machine finishes its portion before
the B machine has been started, the message "T-COEX TOO LONG"
appears.

13 ↵
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3.8 Working with pneumatic portioning valve 863

• Connect the remote control plug of the portioning valve (condition: bridge
“S-L”) to the remote control socket of the machine.

• Set up a filling program
 Ch. 1.5

• Select KNEE-I or KNEE-II operating mode.

• Initially select 200 ms for the pause.

• Use INFO 14 "T-PORT" to determine the start of the portion as a
function of the degree to which the portioning valve is open.

• Initially select a time of 100 ms.

14 ↵
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3.9 Working with digital check weigher 877

3.9.1 Setting up

• Set up digital check weigher 877 in as level a place as possible and
adjust it with the aid of the spirit level.

• Connect the mains plug and the data line to the filling machine.
After the filling machine is switched on, "***** SCALE IS ACTIVE *****“
appears in the display and the text "VEMAG PC II WEIGHT CONTROL"
appears on the printer. This ensures that data exchange is functioning.

3.9.2 Checking the check weigher

At the start of every production day, the weigher should be checked to see
that it is functioning correctly.

• To do so, select PR 00 and follow the test steps on the report printer.
If it is functioning perfectly, the printout "SCALE CALIBRATED AND
READY FOR WORK" appears.
Note that data are not transmitted until "g" appears next to the weight
on the display of the weigher.

3.9.3 Entering number of samples and starting

When you select the desired filling program (PR 02 to PR 90), INFO 15
"NOSCAL" appears at the same time.

• Here use the top or bottom arrow key to enter the number of portioned
pieces you would like to lay on for each weighing operation.

• Then enter as usual the weight of one portion and the usual values for
pause, clip time, speed etc.

• Start production with the knee lever or clipper and place the third portion
on the weigher. The PC II will then automatically correct.

• Repeat the process twice, by which time the specified weight should
have been reached.
The report printer will list every subsequent sample weight and the PC II
will keep the average weight constant.
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3.9.4 Evaluations and messages

Evaluation of the weight samples placed on the weigher can be started
using INFO 16 "REPORT PRINT?" and the Enter key.

Automatic report printing on the 877 digital check weigher is triggered as a
function of filling weight and resolution in accordance with the following table.

Weight (g) Resolution (g) Print after ... portions

5.0 - 500.0 0.1 99

500.1 - 1000.0 0.1 40

1001 - 5000 1 99

5001 - 10000 1 40

10001 - 16000 1 15

If the filling program is changed without the evaluations having been printed
first, this is effected automatically.

You are reminded by "PUT ON NEW SAMPLE PLEASE" in the display
and an acoustic signal once 10 kg (or in the case of 400 g per portion
upwards, 25 portions) have been filled.

In the case of relatively large deviations from specified weight, the mes-
sages "TOO LIGHT" or "TOO HEAVY" may appear. In this case, the weight
is not adopted until it is put on a second time. If the message
"+- 12.5 %" appears, the weight is not adopted. In the case of extreme
deviations, the message "CHECK FEED SYSTEM OR NUMBER OF
SAMPLES PUT ON SCALE" appears in addition.

The scale is tared automatically every time the machine is started (e.g. by
the knee lever) but also during portioning when the weight displayed on the
weigher when the load is removed is between +1 g and +10 g or less than
-1 g.  Weights displayed between -1 g and +1 g are tared only in the event
of the knee lever being operated or a remote-controlled start.
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3.10 Working with minced meat portioner 701

• Connect the remote control plug of the minced meat portioner to the
remote control socket of the machine.

• Set up a filling program.
 Ch. 1.5

• Select REMOTE-END operating mode. In the case of especially large
portions, it is recommended that the operating mode REMOTE-STOP
be selected.

• The length of the blade signal is set by clip time. Set a time of 50 ms.

• Match pause time and speed to suit the working speed of your minced
meat portioning machine. Start with a specification of 200 ms.
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3.11 Working with the automatic separation valve

With the assistance of the automatic separation valve, hard product
constituents like particles of bone and sinew are separated off at definable
intervals.

Separation can be used in programs for straight filling and in filling
programs. The achievable yield can be specified by defining the separation
intervals. Changes to filling speed during straight filling do not affect yield,
as the intervals are adapted automatically.

The following conditions must be met for the automatic separation valve to
be used.

• DEBONE must be set in INFO 17.

• The separation valve must have no electricity supply but be connected
to the compressed air supply.

• The remote control socket must have plug assignments ”P“ and ”A“.

3.11.1 Straight filling (programs -01 to -09)

The intervals for opening the separation valve are in each case determined
by the weight to be pumped.

• Select a straight filling program (e.g. -04).

• Press the Speed key. Use the number keypad or the arrow keys to
enter a speed (e.g. 40).

• Select INFO 26 and enter here the double screw being used.

• Press the Mode key.

• Select either KNEE-II or REMOTE operating mode.

• Select the DEBONE option in INFO 17.

• Select INFO 24.

• Use the arrow keys to enter the weight to be pumped (e.g. 50 g) for
which the separation valve is to be open. The separation valve remains
open until 50 g have been pumped.

• Press the Weight key.

26 ↵

17 ↵

24 ↵

... ↵
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• Use the arrow keys to enter the weight to be pumped (e.g. 500 g) for
which the separation valve is to remain closed. The separation valve
remains closed until 500 g have been pumped.

• Save the program using the Enter key.

3.11.2 Portioning up to 999.9 g (filling programs from 02 upwards)

The separation valve opens only in the pause for the set time in each case.
Times between 0.02 s and  the set pause time can be entered. Opening
time is consequently limited by pause time. To open the separation valve
for longer, pause time needs to be extended.

• Select a program.

• Enter the following values:

Filling weight: e.g. 500 g

Pause: e.g. 100 ms

Speed: e.g. 40 %

Double screw: e.g. 48/80

Mode: KNEE-II, Remote

• Select the DEBONE option in INFO 17.

• Select INFO 24.

• Use the arrow keys to enter the time (e.g. 0.06 s) for which the
separation valve is to be open.

• Save the program using the Enter key.

↵

17 ↵

24 ↵

↵
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3.11.3 Portioning above 1,000.0 g (filling programs from 02 upwards)

The intervals for opening the separation valve are in each case determined
by valve opening and closing time.

• Select a program.

• Enter the following values:

Filling weight: e.g. 500 g

Pause: e.g. 100 ms

Speed: e.g. 40 %

Double screw: e.g. 48/80

Mode: KNEE-II, REMOTE

• Select the DEBONE option in INFO 17.

• Select INFO 24.

• Use the arrow keys to enter the opening time (e.g. 0.06 s) for the
separation valve.

• Save the program using the Enter key.

• Check filling weight and adjust the correction time again if necessary.

Weight corrections may be necessary if:

the type of meat is changed

the hole diameter of the separation plates is changed

blades change as a result of regrinding or discharge cross-section
becomes smaller

yield changes

product temperature changes

17 ↵

24 ↵

↵
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3.12 Working with length portioning machine LPG 202

LPG operating mode needs to be selected for length portioning machine
LPG 202. In this mode, the chain table and portioning start when the knee
lever is actuated and stop when it is actuated again.

The display changes once this mode has been selected (example):

WEIGHT CHAIN LINK SPEED PR INFO
00050.0 002 040 2.5 55.0 02 01

The number next to the filling weight is used to correct the size of the first
portion.

Under „chain“, chain speed is entered in %. It determines portioning speed
(portions/minute, see INFO 19).

The speed for the filling machine is calculated automatically from weight
(plus any correction) and chain speed.

To start production, proceed as follows:

• Select filling weight, chain speed and number of links.

• Check whether the linking horn is straight.

• Portion one section of casing and correct filling weight and the first
portion if necessary.
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3.13 Working with the kebab line

To produce a doner kebab, you need to enter the weights of the different
sections. The number of operators taking sections off the discharge belt
also needs to be defined.

 Section 3.13.1

After defining a doner kebab, you can copy the relevant program and all its
entries and adapt the weights to a different kebab.

 Section 3.13.2

If the kebab produced does not correspond to its specified weight, you can
correct the deviation.

 Section 3.13.3

You can alter the specified weight for a kebab retrospectively, even once a
program is complete.

 Section 3.13.4

Connecting the portioning computer to a central PC via the Online net
program enables you to back up, process and copy program data. You
also have the option of having production data recorded automatically.

 Section 3.13.5

3.13.1 Producing a doner kebab

A doner kebab consists of different sections of varying weight. Several
sections of identical weight can also be produced. The number of sections
produced in each case is adapted to the number of operators at the
discharge belt of the kebab line.

• Select the first possible program (PR 02).

• Select REMOTE-END mode.

• Select PAUSE, CLIP, SPEED, T-CLIP (INFO 08) and T-PORT (INFO 14)
one after the other and enter the appropriate values. The values only
need to be entered once, they will then apply to all the other sections.

• Select INFO 31 and switch the ”Kebab“ function on.

Once this function is selected, the display changes (example):

*WEIGHT* PAUSE CLIP SPEED PR KEBAB
0005.0+000 0100 0100 080.0 02 001

• Press the Weight key and enter the filling weight for the first section
(01) in grammes (e.g. 200).

After the Weight key is pressed, the display ”KEBAB“ is replaced by
”NUMBER“.

02 ↵

31 ↵

200
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• Use the arrow key to enter under NUMBER the number of sections of
this weight to be produced for the first section (e.g. 1).

After weight and number have been entered, the display changes
(example):

01 WEIGHT PAUSE CLIP SPEED PR NUMBER
0200.0=000.20 0400 0150 080.0 02 001

• Confirm with the Enter key.

After the Enter key has been pressed, the display reverts to KEBAB.

• Press the INFO key and use the arrow key to select the next section
(02). Enter filling weight and number of sections of this weight to be
produced.

02 WEIGHT PAUSE CLIP SPEED PR NUMBER
0400.0=001.00 0400 0150 080.0 02 002

Section 01 with a weight of 200 g was entered once and section 02 with a
weight of 400 g was entered twice. The total weight of the kebab up to
section 02 is consequently 1 kg (1 x 200 g + 2 x 400 g).

• Enter the filling weight and number of sections to be produced at that
weight for all the other sections of the kebab.

Total weight of
kebab in kg

Number of sections
of this weight

Number of section

↵

Total weight of
kebab in kg

Number of sections
of this weight

Number of section
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• Press the INFO key once and use the arrow key to select the first
section.

• Select INFO 33 if more than one operator is to remove the sections at
the discharge belt of the kebab line.

• Use the arrow key to enter the number of operators (e.g. 4).

Once this function has been selected, the display changes (example):

01 WEIGHT PAUSE CLIP SPEED PR PERSON
0200.0=007.50 0400 0150 080.0 02 004

• In INFO 06 enter the number of kebabs to be produced by this program.

• Start production of the kebab with the ON key on the discharge belt.

The machine is automatically stopped as soon as the number of kebabs to
be produced entered in INFO 06 has been reached.

33 ↵

Number of operators
at discharge belt

06

Total weight of
kebab in kg
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3.13.2 Copying a program

An existing program can simply be copied and the necessary changes for
a different doner kebab made in the copy.

• Select the program you want to copy (e.g. PR 02).

• Select INFO 10.

• Use the arrow keys to select the program number to which the existing
program is to be copied (e.g. PR 03) and confirm with the Enter key.

• Select the new program (PR 03).

• Make the necessary changes.
 Section 3.13.3

10 ↵

02 ↵

↵

03 ↵
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3.13.3 Correcting deviation from specified weight

After production of the first doner kebab, you should weigh it and check
whether produced weight matches specified weight. If it does not match,
you can simply correct the deviation.

• Press the key for the first portion.

• Enter the deviation with a + or - in front of it directly using the numerical
keypad and confirm with Enter.

• Produce a new kebab and check whether produced weight matches
specified weight.

... ↵
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3.13.4 Modifying the specified weight for a doner kebab

The specified weight of a doner kebab can still be altered, even once all the
production data have been entered, either by correcting a section or by
altering the number of sections.

• Select INFO 31.

• Press the INFO key once and use the arrow keys to select the section
whose weight you want to correct or the total number of which you want
to change.

• Press the Weight key and then the Lock key.

Now you can enter a new specified filling weight for the section selected or
change the number of sections of this weight.

• Enter the new specified weight directly via the numerical keypad and
the number of sections using the arrow keys and then confirm with
Enter.

After the entry has been made, the display changes (example):

02 WEIGHT PAUSE CLIP SPEED PR NUMBER
0450.0=002.00 0400 0150 080.0 02 004

The specified weight for section 02 has been increased to 450 g and the
number of sections of this weight increased to 4. This means that the new
specified weight for the kebab is 2 kg (1 x 200 g + 4 x 450 g).

... ↵

31 ↵
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3.13.5 Backing up production data

To allow data to be recorded, backed up, processed and copied
conveniently, the portioning computer of the machine can be linked to a
central PC via the Online net program.

 Online net user instructions
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4. Error messages

Error message in display Procedure

ERROR: VOLTAGE LE+5 V FUSE F4 Change fuse on mains supply

ERROR: VOLTAGE LE+15 V FUSE F5 ditto

ERROR: VOLTAGE LE-15 V FUSE F6 ditto

ERROR: VOLTAGE F+24 V FUSE F9 ditto

ERROR: VOLTAGE PC+15 V FUSE F2 ditto

ERROR: VOLTAGE PC-15 V FUSE F3 ditto

ERROR: VOLTAGE V+24 V FUSE F33 Change fuse on connector block

ERROR: VOLTAGE FS-VALVE FUSE F51 Change fuse on power electronics

ERROR: VOLTAGE TWIST/RINGG.-VALVE F50 Change fuse on power electronics

ERROR: FILLING PROGRAM DELETED Put in program again, contact service
agent

ERROR: HYDR. PUMP MOTOR OVERLOAD F26 Check cooling, contact service agent

ERROR: VACUUM PUMP MOTOR OVERLOAD F27, F35 Check vacuum pump motor and oil level,
clean, twist-linking motor overloaded

ATTENTION! SAFETY CIRCUIT OPEN B1, B2, F28 Filling horn holder or swivelling plate not
FILLING HORN HOLDER closed

ATTENTION! SAFETY CIRCUIT OPEN STEP S4, B4, B7 Fold in step

ATTENTION! SAFETY CIRCUIT OPEN HOPPER S5, B5 Close hopper

ATTENTION! SAFETY CIRCUIT OPEN B1 Close lower part of hopper
CONVEYOR (only on ROBBY)

PROVISIONAL DRIVE S6 "Provisional drive" selected on key-
operated switch

ERROR: OIL LEVEL AT TANK TOO LOW B6 Check oil level in hydraulic tank,
check hydraulic system for oil leakage

ERROR OILTEMPERATURE TOO HIGH B10 Contact service agent, load may be too
high, insufficient cooling

ERROR: ENCODER Check phase sequence, foreign body in
FEED SYSTEM BLOCKED? SUPPLY? feed system, replace encoder or contact

 service agent

ERROR AT UPPER KEY AREA Contact service agent, poss. change
keyboard

ERROR AT LOWER KEY AREA Contact service agent, poss. change
keyboard

REMOTE CONTROL ACTIVE! Remote control contact activated although
KNEE-I or KNEE-II set
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Error message in display Procedure

ERROR CHAIN-UNIT TABLE Chain table does not move upwards after
knee lever is actuated, as the divider is
not in the starting position (on LPG 202
only).
Inform Customer Service

ERROR: SENSOR CHAIN POSITION B2 A divider on the chain has not been
detected correctly (on LPG 202 only).

PLEASE CONTACT SERVICE AGENT Inform Customer Service
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5. Display messages
The following is a list of the functions which trigger a particular text display.
For example, the text display ”WEIGHT LIMITED SPEED“ appears if the
filling weight selected does not permit a higher filling speed.

Message in display Description

PORTIOMAT SWITCHED OFF Straight filling

GRAMME ADJUSTMENT LIMIT Product weight

WEIGHT LIMITED SPEED Product weight

CLIP - DELAY LIMITED PAUSE Pause time

TWIST - DELAY LIMITED PAUSE Pause time

PRECLIP / SPEED LIMITED PAUSE Pause time

SPEED LIMITED PAUSE Pause time

SPEED / TWIST-TIME LIMITED PAUSE Pause time

SPEED LIMITED PAUSE Filling speed

NEW FILLING QUANTITY? Create filling program

DELETE? INFO 01

N INFO 06

PAUSE LIMITED PRECLIP INFO 08

WEIGHT / SPEED LIMITED PRECLIP INFO 08

**T-COEX NEGATIVE! INFO 13

OPTION BREAK ACTIV ! INFO 17 BREAK

OPTION CASINGPUSHER ACTIV INFO 17 CASE-P

SPEED CORRECTED INFO 18

FILLING SYSTEM INFO 28

R Back suction

BACK SUCTION BLOCKED B5 Back suction

FEED PRESSURE: ... bar Working with pressure control

HOPPER EMPTY? Working with pressure control

FEED PRESSURE TOO LOW Working with pressure control

T-COEX TOO LONG Working with Coex 892, 893, 894

PORTION NOT FINISHED 1. Drive mode Coex-B

2. REMOTE-STOP: actuation interrupted
    before the end of the portion

3. LPG 202: safety cover opened during
    portioning or „Chain table up“ limit
    switch not staying closed
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Message in display Description

*****SCALE IS ACTIVE***** Working with the 877 check weigher

SCALE CALIBRATED Working with the 877 check weigher

PUT ON NEW SAMPLE PLEASE Working with the 877 check weigher

<<<<<<<TOO LIGHT Working with the 877 check weigher

TOO HEAVY>>>>>>>> Working with the 877 check weigher

CHECK FEED SYSTEM OR NUMBER OF SAMPLES Working with the 877 check weigher
PUT ON SCALE

PROGRAMMING BLOCKED Special function program blocking

PERFORM MAINTENANCE NO. Special function: indicates maintenance
required by the filling machine

BRIDGE A-D MISSING Remote control connector incomplete or
has no contact.
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